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1. Plugins 
Using plugins, you can expand the possibilities of DISQOVER with custom functionality using the Python 

programming language. 

There are different types of plugins: 

DISQOVER PLUGINS 

• Instance-processor: can be used to do something with the instances of a dashboard, e.g., export them to a file in a 

custom format. 

• Instance-search: can be used as an alternative to standard text-search. 

• Event-processor: can be used to do something at regular time intervals or when an event occurs (e.g., a pipeline is 

executed). 

DATA INGESTION PLUGINS 

• Batch-transform: can be used to transform literal predicate values, similar to the regular Transform Literals 

component. 

• Batch-aggregate-transform: can be used to aggregate data in a class and use that in the transformation of the 

same or another class, similar to the regular Aggregate and Transform component. 

Although plugins of these types are used in different ways, they are all written, installed, and handled in a similar way. 

A plugin is a user-written Python file implementing some required functions, depending on the plugin type. When 

DISQOVER starts, it creates a separate docker container in the docker network for each plugin and puts the user 

Python code to that plugin container. 

A plugin can be executed by one or more plugin clients. In the case of Data Ingestion plugins, the plugin clients are 

pipeline components. When the component is executed, it will call the code in the plugin container. In the case of an 

instance-processor plugin the clients are dashboard widgets. When the widget is clicked it will call the code in the 

plugin container. More details are given below. 

When a plugin client is executed, it can do multiple plugin function calls. These are bundled in a plugin session. 
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2. Selecting the correct plugin type 
The different plugin types are used for different use cases. Selecting the correct plugin type depends mostly on the 

input data you want to process or the output data you want to receive. 

Some examples are listed here: 

 

• I want to import data into the DISQOVER Data Ingestion from a custom source (e.g., S3) 

⇒ use an ‘event-processor’ plugin to schedule the data download  

(example: Downloading source data from an S3 bucket) 

 

• I want to export data out of DISQOVER in a different format 

⇒ use the ‘instance-processor’ plugin type to convert a list of instances to the desired format 

 (example: Exporting files to Excel format) 

 

• I want to use a third-party service for searching data 

⇒ use the ‘instance-search’ plugin type 

 (example: Identifier search widget) 

 

• I want to run a task or plugin when a certain event occurs in DISQOVER 

⇒ use the ‘event-processor’ plugin type in combination with an ‘Event Actions’ to combine an event with the 

executing of the plugin code. 

 (example: Run a pipeline when an RDS subscription completes) 

 

• I want to transform my data in the pipeline with complex algorithms or an external service 

⇒ use a ‘batch-transform’ plugin to enrich your instance data with additional properties 

 (example: InChi Selector) 

  

https://github.com/ontoforce/asset_center/blob/main/plugins/event-processor/s3_downloader/plugin/callbacks.py
https://github.com/ontoforce/asset_center/blob/main/plugins/instance-processor/excel_exporter/plugin/callbacks.py
https://github.com/ontoforce/asset_center/tree/main/plugins/instance-search/identifier_search
https://github.com/ontoforce/asset_center/blob/main/plugins/event-processor/run_pipeline/plugin/callbacks.py
https://github.com/ontoforce/asset_center/blob/main/plugins/batch-transform/inchi_selector/plugin/callbacks.py
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3. Writing a plugin 
It is recommended to develop plugins locally (on your computer) and validate them before copying them to 

DISQOVER. 

In your local environment, you need to have Python installed (at least 3.7), and have an active virtual environment. For 

example: 

 

Install the Python DISQOVER API Library via PIP (make sure to get the latest version): 

 pip install disqover-api --extra-index-url=https://pypi.ontoforce.com  

You can then get some plugin examples like this: 

 

To write your own plugin, copy an example plugin directory or create a new directory 

<YOUR_PLUGIN_NAME> in my_plugins with the following basic structure: 

• <YOUR_PLUGIN_NAME> 

– plugin/  

* __init__.py 

* callbacks.py 

* any other files… 

The__init__.py is the main entrypoint for your custom code. Make sure to add: 

 from . import callbacks  

to that file so that your callback functions are found. From callbacks.py, you can go ahead and import any number of 

other Python files that are placed next to it. If you have other files (e.g., fixed data) that are necessary for your plugin 

to function, the plugin directory would also be the place to put them. 

In callbacks.py you need to implement a fixed set of ‘callback’ functions. These are Python functions with a specific 

name and signature that are required for the DISQOVER system to talk to your custom plugin code. The specific set of 

callback functions that needs to be implemented depends on the type of plugin that you want to create. 

mkdir my_plugins   

cd my_plugins 

python3 -m venv .env  

source .env/bin/activate 

mkdir examples  

cd examples 

get_plugin_examples 
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Callback functions can be divided into two groups: 

• configuration functions: they give information about the plugin. 

• session functions: they do actual work, e.g., processing instances. 

Regardless of the plugin-type each plugin should implement the configuration function meta- data and may 

implement the configuration functions global_options_definition and session_options_definition. These functions are 

static in the sense that they should always return the same fixed value. 

A typical callbacks.py file looks like this: 

 

The function meta_data() returns a dictionary identifying and describing the plugin. It should contain keys id, name, 

description and type-id. The value of type-id determines the plugin type. Possible values are instance-processor, instance-

search, event-processor, batch-transform and batch-aggregate-transform. An example: 

 

Note 

Starting from DISQOVER version 6.10 you should define 

plugin_interface_version   =    2  

in your callbacks.py module. 

 

 

# imports 

# ... 

 

def meta_data(): 

# required 

def global_options_definition(): 

return ... 

# optional 

def session_options_definition(): 

return ... 

# optional 

# session functions 

# ... 

def meta_data(): 

return { 

'id':  's3_exporter', 
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This information will be shown in the Plugins tab of the Admin panel: 

 

and also, where plugin clients can be created. 

The functions global_options_definition() and session_options_definition() determine plugin parameters. For more 

information, see below. 

After the configuration callbacks you have to define one or more session callbacks, depending on the plugin type. These 

callbacks will do the actual work when the plugin is executed. They will be described in more detail below. 

  

'name':  'Export  instances  as  JSON  and  store  on  S3', 

'description':  'Exports  a  table  with  instance  properties' 

'  to  a  file  and  uploads  it  to  an  S3  bucket.',  

'type-id':  'instance-processor' 

} 
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4. Validating a plugin 
You can validate your plugin by calling validate_plugin from the command line.  

 

Make sure you are working in a proper virtual environment where the correct Python DISQOVER API Library version 

is installed, as well as your plugin dependencies (see Session callbacks). Then Validation will check whether the meta-

data is complete, whether your option definitions are correct, etc. For example, if you make some mistakes in 

callbacks.py, you might get this feedback: 

 

For Data Ingestion plugins there also is the possibility to test the actual session functions (which do the work) by 

adding unit-test like examples which will be tested during validation, see Test/debug callbacks. 

  

cd <YOUR_PLUGIN_NAME> 

validate_plugin 

  

INFO 

ERROR 

˓→id'. 

ERROR 

˓→type 

Starting validation 

The  return  value  of  function  metadata  should  contain  key  'type- 

Option  'max'  in  'session_options_definition':  invalid  content␣ 

 

'int': choose from bool, url, text, multiple_choice, char,␣ 

˓→float, 

INFO 

INFO 

single_choice, date, integer, uri 

Skipping unit tests due to other errors 

Validation FAILED 
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5. Adding a plugin to DISQOVER 
You install a plugin by copying the complete plugin-directory to the special folder data/plugins on the server and 

restarting DISQOVER.  

Continuing the example above, follow these steps: 

1. Make sure local validation is successful. 

2. Upload the directory <YOUR_PLUGIN_NAME> to your DISQOVER server:   scp -r <YOUR_PLUGIN_NAME> 

example.disqover.com:/tmp 

3. Log into the server: ssh example.disqover.com 

4. Switch user: su – disqover 

5. Move/copy the plugin: cp -r /tmp/<YOUR_PLUGIN_NAME> data/plugins 

6. Restart DISQOVER: sudo systemctl restart disqover 

When DISQOVER is restarted, it will create a docker container with a name based on the directory name. E.g. if 

<YOUR_PLUGIN_NAME>=”exporter”, then the plugin container will be called “disqover_exporter-plugin_1”. Note that the 

name of the plugin-directory can in principle be different from the plugin-id specified in the meta_data callback, but 

that is not recommended. 

You can verify that the plugin container is present with the command docker container ls. 

After installation the plugin will also be validated internally. If that validation succeeds the new plugin is ready for use. 

Note that the internal validation uses the version of the Python DISQOVER API Library inside the DISQOVER 

installation. This is why you must make sure that your local version matches. 

You can verify that the plugin is available by opening the Plugins tab in the Admin panel in DISQOVER (see the User 

Manual). Validation warnings and errors will be shown there, e.g. 

 

If you need to make changes to the code, you have to restart the process. Once the plugin has been used in a pipeline 

or dashboard, its id, type and options should not change. 
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6. Global options and session options 
Each plugin can define global options and/or session options. Global options are options (or parameters) for a specific 

plugin, whereas session options are specific for a plugin execution or plugin session. 

This is achieved by implementing callbacks 

• global_options_definition() 

• session_options_definition() 

These functions should return a list of option definitions. Each option definition defines the ID of the option, a name 

and a description, a type (text/integer, …) and, optionally, a default value and a section. 

 

GLOBAL OPTIONS 

Global options are shown in the Plugins tab of the Admin panel (see User Manual). The values of the options can only 

be set by a user with ‘Managing plugins’ permissions. 

For example, if callbacks.py contains the following function: 

 

then a plugin administrator will be able to configure the value in the Plugins tab. 

def global_options_definition(): 

return [ 

{ 

'content_type':  'text',  

'id':  'aws_key', 

'name':  'AWS  Key', 

'description':  'The  Amazon  AWS  access  key' 

}, 

{ 

'content_type':  'text',  

'id':  'aws_token', 

'name':  'AWS  Token', 

'description':  'The  Amazon  AWS  access  token' 

} 

] 
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SESSION OPTIONS 

The values of session options are provided by the plugin client user. In the case of instance-processor and instance-

search plugins, the user can set the option value in the plugin client widget on the dashboard. In the case of an event-

processor the option values are determined by the event action or schedule. In the case of Data Ingestion plugins, the 

option values are specified in the corresponding pipeline component. More information will be given below for each 

plugin type. 

 

 

OPTION DEFINITION 

Each option needs to have a unique id. It is not allowed to use the same id in a global option and in a session option, 

because their values will be passed to session callback functions in a single dictionary (see further). 

The key content_type determines the kind of input a user can enter in the component option. The following types are 

available: 

• ‘text’: a string 

• ‘char’: one character 

• ‘integer’: an integer value 

• ‘float’: a floating point value 

• ‘uri’: a URI 

• ‘url’: a URL 

• ‘bool’: true or false (shown as a a checkbox in the user interface) 

• ‘single_choice’: select one from a set of choices. 

• ‘multiple_choice’ select one or more from a set of choices. 

 

Note 

In version 6.10 the callback configuration_options() has been replaced by session_options_definition(). To 
ensure compatibility older batch-transform plugins can still use configuration_options(). 
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The last two types require an extra key ‘choices’ that contains a list of dicts, for example: 

 'choices':  [{'id':  'yes',  'name':  'Yes'},  {'id':  'no',  'name':  'No'}]  

Example: 

 

 

The key default is optional. If it is not specified then the option will be marked as ‘required’ in the User Interface of the 

plugin clients. 

The key section is optional. It can be used to group options that belong together. The User Interface will give a visual 

indication of the sections (e.g., a horizontal line between sections). 

Note that the options will be presented in the UI in the same order as the list returned by the callback. 

  

return [{'content_type':  'integer', 'id':  

'exponent', 

'name':  'Exponent', 

'section':  'Section  1'}, 

{'content_type':  'float',  

'id':  'pi', 

'name':  'Value  of  Pi  to  use',  

'default':  3.14, 

'section':  'Section  1'}, 

{'content_type':  'single_choice',  

'id':  'algorithm', 

'name':  'Algorithm',  

'description':  'Algorithm  to  use',  

'default':  'fast', 

'choices':  [{'id':  'fast', 

'name':  'Fast', 

'description':  'The  fast  algorithm'}, 

{'id':  'slow', 

'name':  'Slow', 

'description':  'The  slow  algorithm'}],  

'section':  'Section  2'}] 
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7. Session callbacks 
If a plugin client executes a plugin this will cause the system to start a session and call one or more session callback 

functions in callbacks.py, depending on the plugin type. 

In case of the three DISQOVER plugins a single call to a single session callback function will be made. Some arguments 

passed to the callback functions are the same for each plugin type. These are discussed here. Other arguments are 

specific for particular callback functions. This will be described in detail further on, for each plugin type. 

For Data Ingestion plugins the system is a bit different, see Data Ingestion plugins. 

Important note: for DISQOVER plugins callback functions are always called with keyword arguments. For example, 

the callback process_events in an Event Processor plugin will be called like this by the system: 

 

 

This means that your callback could look like this: 

 

but maybe you’re not interested in some of arguments. For example you could also write 

 

Even if you are using all arguments, it is advisable to always add **kwargs so that we can add new keyword arguments 

in future releases without breaking your code: 

 

If your callback has to return a value, you can either write 

 

or (equivalently) 

 

You can also return errors like this: 

result  =   process_events(events=events, 

options_values=options_values, 

log=log,  

session_id=session_id,  

authenticator=authenticator) 

def process_events(events, options_values, log, session_id, authenticator): 

... 

def process_events(events,  authenticator,  **kwargs): 

... 

def process_events(events, options_values, log, session_id, authenticator, 

**kwargs): 

... 

return x 

return {'result':  x} 
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The value of errors has to be a list of strings. As an alternative, you can also just raise an exception in the callback. 

 

OPTION VALUES 

The argument options_values is a dictionary containing the values for global options and session options. 

So if your plugin defines a global option with id=’x’ and a session option with id=’y’, then options_values will contain 

keys x and y. 

The values of global options are determined by a plugin administrator, the values of session options by the plugin 

client user (see Global options and session options). 

 

LOGGING 

In DISQOVER plugins it is possible to log information during the plugin execution by making use of the special 

argument log passed to the callback. It is a function which takes a message argument (a string). For example: 

 

The log messages will be written to the log file of the plugin docker container, which can be consulted using the 

command docker logs <plugin_container>. 

 

SESSION ID 

The argument session_id is a GUID which is unique for each plugin execution. If multiple callback functions are called 

during plugin execution, they will all receive the same session_id. This is especially useful for Data Ingestion plugins, 

see further. 

 

USING PYTHON LIBRARIES 

If you want to use a Python library (or “package”) in your plugin code, you can simply make a requirements.txt file in the 

directory plugin and add the dependencies there in the normal way. For more information please consult the PIP User 

Guide. 

For example if your requirements.txt looks like this: 

 requests==2.22.0  

then you can use the requests package in your code: 

return {'errors':  ['error  1',  'error  2']} 

def process_events(events, log, **kwargs):  

log('Plugin  started') 

... 

log('Plugin  finished') 

https://pip.pypa.io/en/stable/user_guide/
https://pip.pypa.io/en/stable/user_guide/
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For local validation (see Validating a plugin) you have to make sure the packages are installed in your local 

environment, e.g., by 

 pip install -r <path-to-plugin>/requirements.txt  

If the Python packages specified in requirements.txt can only be installed by using an HTTP(s) proxy, you can define the 

following configuration setting in custom_env before restarting DISQOVER 

`sh DISQOVER_HTTP_PROXY=http://<hostname of the HTTP proxy> ` 

 

USING THE PYTHON DISQOVER API LIBRARY 

In DISQOVER plugins it is possible to use the Python DISQOVER API Library by making use of the special argument 

authenticator passed to the callback. It can be used to construct a DisqoverSession object, without the need to provide 

username and password. For example: 

 

The authenticator object is coupled to the user invoking the plugin, so each action on the DisqoverSession is executed 

as that user. For instance, if a user clicks on a Instance Processor dash- board widget, the corresponding plugin is 

called with an authenticator coupled to that user. In the case of an Event Processor plugin (as in the example above) 

that user will be the owner of the schedule or event action. 

 

 

  

import requests 

... 

def process_instances(...): 

... 

requests.post(...) 

from disqover import DisqoverSession, DataIngestionAPI, RunOptions 

 

def process_events(events,  authenticator,  **kwargs): 

with DisqoverSession(authenticator) as session:  

api = DataIngestionAPI(session) 

pipeline = api.pipelines[pipeline_guid] 

pipeline.start_run(RunOptions()) 

 

Note 

You don’t have to add disqover to your requirements.txt file to import from disqover. This 

library is automatically available for the plugin. 
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WRITING TO DISK 

In case your plugin needs to persist some data to disk a special directory is made available at   /plugin/external. This is 

a mapping into the plugin environment of the directory <disqover-directory>/data/plugins/storage/<YOUR-PLUGIN-

NAME>-plugin (see Adding a plugin to DISQOVER). 

Suppose, for example, that you have a plugin ‘exporter’ (container disqover_exporter-plugin_1) and write to a file in a 

callback: 

 

From the viewpoint of the plugin the file is at location /plugin/external/my_data. json, but its actual location is 

<disqover-directory>/data/plugins/storage/ exporter-plugin/my_data.json. 

Any data stored at this location will persist across different runs of the plugin and also across a restart of DISQOVER. 

Alternatively, for Data Ingestion plugins, you can also use the Cache object. The Cache is a dictionary-like structure 

that stores data in a Redis database under the hood. You can choose to clean up the data after the component has 

finished, or you can retain information (for example values coming from an external API) for subsequent component 

executions. 

  

with open('/plugin/external/my_data.json',  'w')  as stream:  

stream.write(...) 

... 
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8. Instance Processor plugins 
Instance Processor plugins have type-id=’instance-processor’ in the meta_data callback. 

They can be used to ‘process’ the instances of a DISQOVER dashboard, i.e., the instances that are the result of a 

DISQOVER search. A typical use case is exporting information about the instances to a file in a custom format or 

sending it to an external service. 

If Instance Processor plugins are installed, a user with sufficient rights to edit a dashboard will see them in the tab 

‘Plugins’ of the ‘Create New Widget’ dialog. In this example three Instance Processor plugins are available: 

 

An Instance Processor plugin widget on a dashboard looks like this: 

 

It is possible to have multiple widgets corresponding to the same Instance Processor plugin on a single dashboard. 

These widgets are plugin clients. 

If a user clicks on such a widget, a configuration dialog will be shown. It has one fixed option ‘Properties’ (namely the 

set of properties that has to be sent to the plugin for each instance). Furthermore, this dialog will also show the 

session options (if any) defined in the session_options_definition callback of the plugin. 

For example, if callbacks.py defines this: 
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then the configuration dialog will look like this: 

 

This type of plugin has only one session callback function to define: 

 

This function will receive an iterator of Instance objects (the instance_iter argument). These ob- jects (the Instance class 

is found in the DISQOVER Python API library) contain the attributes uri, canonical_type_uris, and properties. The 

def session_options_definition(): 

return [ 

{ 

'content_type':'text',  

'id':  'filename', 

'name':  'Filename', 

'description':  'The  filename  of  the  exported  data.' 

}, 

{ 

'content_type':  'integer', 

'id':  'max', 

'name':  'Maximum', 

'description':  'The  maximum  number  of  instances  

exported.' 

} 

] 

def handle_instances(ct_uri, property_uris, instance_iter, instance_count, 

options_values, session_id, authenticator, log, **kwargs): 

... 
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properties attribute is a dictionary where the keys are the URI of each property that was selected for the instance 

processing task. The values are a list of PropertyValue objects, which have a value, label, and data_source_uri attribute. 

The iterator can be processed with a simple for-loop, e.g.: 

 

As explained above you don’t have to include arguments that you don’t need, but it is advisable to always add 

**kwargs. For more information, see Session callbacks. 

In the handle_instances function you can write to external storage, or use a library to do HTTP-requests, or use 

authenticator to access the DISQOVER API etc. For more information see Session callbacks. 

Note that you also receive the total number of instances in the handle_instances callback function, that is the 

instance_count argument. The other arguments include: 

• ct_uri (a string): the full URI of the Canonical Type of the dashboard 

• property_uris (a list of strings) are the URIs of the properties chosen by the user in the configuration dialog, 

In the background, the instance iterator will perform queries to the DISQOVER data API. It will request the instances 

in ‘pages’ - batches of a fixed number - while your plugin code is iterating over the individual instances. To control the 

size of these pages, you can define a function in your callbacks that returns the page size to use (an integer number): 

 

This page size can be a fixed value that you define, or you can let it depend on some option values (global and/or 

session options). If you do not define this function, a default value of 20 will be used. 

 

 

  

for instance  in instance_iter: 

# process property A 

prop_values     =     instance.properties.get("http://disqover/properties/prop_ 

˓→a", []) 

values = set(value.value for value in prop_values) 

provenances  =  set(value.data_source_uri  for value  in prop_values  if␣ 

˓→value.data_source_uri is not None) 

... 

def internal_page_size(options_values,  **kwargs): 

... 

return page_size 
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A general note is that the execution of this type of plugin is asynchronous: if the user clicks on the ‘Process instances’ 

button on the configuration dialog, this will start plugin execution as a separate process in the background, allowing it 

to process large numbers of instances without compromising the UI responsivity. Plugin execution will send some 

events: 

• Plugin execution started at the start of the execution 

• Plugin execution finished at the end of the execution, if there were no exceptions 

• Plugin execution failed if an exception occurred during execution 

It is possible to react to these events by means of an ‘Event action’. The latter two will also result in notifications in the 

DISQOVER frontend. 

In some cases, you want the plugin to give some information to the user after execution is finished. That can be done 

by returning a dictionary containing a message key. In the case of a file export, it is also possible to include a URL where 

the exported file can be downloaded, by including a file_location key in the response dictionary.  

 

After the plugin is finished the user who triggered it receives a notification with a download-button: 

 

  

return {'message':  f'File  exported  ready  and  available  for  download.', 'file_location': 

location} 
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9. Instance Search plugins 
Instance Search plugins have type-id=’instance-search’ in the meta_data callback. 

In a plain DISQOVER setup, the only way to perform a search is by performing a text query. This can be extended with 

plugins: an uploaded list of instance identifiers can be used as an input for a search or an external search tool (e.g., 

another API) can be used which is then used as an input for the DISQOVER search. 

Instance Search plugins can be executed by special widgets on a search template. Start a new search, click on the 

template button in the top right corner, and either edit the current template or add a new one. If you click on the ‘+’ 

button in the bottom right corner, you can add widgets. For each Instance Search plugin installed in DISQOVER a 

corresponding Input widget will be available that you can add to the search template. In this example an Instance 

Search plugin called “Instance Search Example” is present: 

This type of plugin has one session callback: 

 

 

For a description of the arguments, see Session callbacks. This function should return a list of tuples, each tuple 

containing an instance URI and a score. For example: 

 

These URIs are then used as an input for a search in DISQOVER. 

The scores are numbers between 0 and 100, indicating the relevancy of each instance. They are used in DISQOVER to 

order the results. The relevancy is shown per instance in the instance list overview. 

def request_instances(options_values, session_id, authenticator, log, 

**kwargs): 

... 

return [("http://uri/of/instance1", 100), 

     ("http://uri/of/instance2", 97.5)] 
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10. Event Processor plugins 
Event Processor plugins have type-id=’event-processor’ in the meta_data callback. 

An Event Processor plugin can have two types of clients: an event action or a plugin schedule. With this type of plugin 

you can for example execute a pipeline every night, or after a ‘Remote data action finished’ event. 

 

EXECUTING A PLUGIN WHEN AN EVENT OCCURS 

Event actions can be added by a user with sufficient rights in the Events tab of the Admin panel (see the DISQOVER 

User Manual). 

One of the possible Actions of an event action is Plugin. You can then select the plugin from the dropdown. Only 

plugins with type event-processor are shown. If the plugin has session options, their value can be specified here. 

This example shows an Event Processor plugin called ‘Run a pipeline’ which has session options Pipeline GUID and Run 

options: 

 

This type of plugin has only one session callback: 

 

def process_events(events, 

options_values, session_id, authenticator, log, 

**kwargs): 

... 
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If the event action is not immediate but scheduled, then events are stored and sent in group when the schedule is 

executed. Therefore, the argument events is a list of dictionary-object describing each event. Each event-dictionary 

contains keys event_type, context_data and created_at. If the event action is immediate the argument events will be a list 

containing one event-dictionary. 

Depending on the use case you can either react to each event in the list or perform actions regardless of the specific 

events. 

 

SCHEDULING THE EXECUTION OF A PLUGIN 

A user with ‘Managing plugins’ permission can configure an Event Processor plugin to be executed at regular time 

intervals by adding one or more schedules for it. To do this click on the name of the plugin in the Plugins tab of the 

Admin Panel to show its details: 

 

Note that scheduling is only possible for Event Processor plugins, not for other plugin types. 

If you press ‘Add schedule’ you can fill in the schedule settings. If the plugin has session options, they can be 

configured here: 

After you created the schedule you can enable or disable it, start immediate execution, show the status, re-edit the 

schedule, or remove it. This is completely similar to Remote Data Subscription schedules (see the DISQOVER User 

Manual). 

If the schedule is executed (either at the designated time interval or when you press immediate execution) the 

callback process_events will be called, precisely as described above. 
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11. Data Ingestion plugins 
Data Ingestion plugins can be used to do transformations of literal predicates in a pipeline. There are two types: 

• Batch Transform plugins have type-id=’batch-transform’ in the meta_data callback. 

• Batch Aggregate Transform plugins have type-id=’batch-aggregate-transform’ in the meta_data callback. 

For each Data Ingestion plugin installed in DISQOVER a corresponding plugin component type will appear in the ‘Add 

component’ list. In this example three plugins are available: 

 

The names and descriptions of these plugin component types are the ones specified in the meta_data of the 

corresponding plugins. 

A pipeline builder can add one or more plugin components to the pipeline. Each plugin component is a client of a 

plugin. A plugin can have multiple clients, so it is perfectly OK to have multiple plugin components in a pipeline 

corresponding to the same plugin component type, e.g., in the example above multiple Exchange Rates Converters. 

When a plugin client component is executed, it will start a plugin session (with a unique session ID), and “execute” the 

plugin code by calling one or more dynamic callback functions. 

 

OPTIONS 

The component options are comprised of fixed options and of session options. 

For batch-transform plugins the fixed options are Class and Filter . The batch-and-transform has two Classes and two 

Filters (although the first Class and the second Class can be the same). 

The session options are defined by the callback session_options_definition as discussed above. Note however that some 

extra content_types are possible for the options of these plugin. 

A Batch Transform plugin component needs one or more input predicates, and one or more output predicates. You 

specify any number of input/output predicates in your plugin implementation, but this number is fixed for the user of 

your plugin component (the pipeline builder). You give each input/output predicate option an ID, and the user 

specifies a predicate name for each of these options. To indicate to the DISQOVER plugin system which of your 

options defines an input or output predicate, you need to use the following two content types for those options: 

• ‘existing_lit_predicate’: an input literal predicate 

• ‘new_or_existing_lit_predicate’: an output literal predicate  
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Example: 

 

In the Batch Aggregate and Transform plugin, there are two phases. In the aggregation phase, resources are 

processed but not altered. This means that there can be one or more input predicates, but there is no output 

predicate. The transformation phase, on the other hand, behaves much like the Batch Transform plugin: one or 

multiple input and output predicates can be defined. To distinguish these predicate options, you should use the 

following content types: 

• ‘aggregation_input_predicate’: an input predicate for the aggregation phase 

• ‘transformation_input_predicate’: an input predicate for the transformation phase 

• ‘new_or_existing_lit_predicate’: an output predicate 

 

SESSION CALLBACKS 

The following callbacks are called ‘session’ callbacks in the sense that they are called in turn within one session. A 

session in this context means the execution of a plugin component from start to finish. 

Two session callbacks should be present in both the Batch Transform and the Batch Aggregate and Transform plugins: 

initialize_session and finalize_session. They are described below. 

 

Initializing the plugin 

• initialize_session(session_id: str, option_values: Dict,**kwargs) -> None 

return [{'content_type':  'existing_lit_predicate',  

'id':  "input_predicate", 

'name':  "Input  predicate",  

'description':  'Output  predicate',  

'section':  f'Input'}, 

{'content_type':  'new_or_existing_lit_predicate',  

'id':  "output_predicate", 

'name':  "Output  predicate",  

'description':  'Output  predicate',  

'section':  f'Output'}, 

{'content_type':  'integer',  

'id':  'exponent', 

'name':  'Exponent',  

'default':  7, 

'section':  'Section  1'}] 
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Called just before the Data Ingestion Engine will start sending data. It will generally do nothing, but more advanced 

plugins could execute some setup code here. 

• session_id is an identifier that the Data Ingestion Engine will pass to every callback. 

• option_values is a dict with the values of the global options and the session options. 

This function could contain logic like opening a session to a third-party tool, setting up a mechanism to persist data to 

disk, etc. Be aware though, that there is no guarantee that the callbacks will be called in the same Python process. This 

means that you can not rely on global variables to preserve state between calls. If you really need to preserve state 

across different calls you will need to set up some form of shared memory (e.g., a file on disk), or use the Cache. It is 

very convenient to use the cache, and it is always passed to the session callbacks from the DISQOVER plugin system 

(as well as to the data processing callbacks, see below). 

To obtain the cache object, simply put it in the signature of your function like this: 

Example in Batch Transform: 

 

Example in Batch Aggregate and Transform: 

 

 

Finalizing the plugin 

The signature for the finalize callback is as follows: 

• finalize_session(session_id: str, option_values: Dict, cache, **kwargs) -> None 

This callback will be called once at the end of the component run, after all data has been processed. Again, in most 

cases you do not need to do anything. But more advanced plugins should implement any tear down logic here in 

conjunction with initialize_session, like closing a session to a third-party tool, tear down a caching mechanism, etc. 

Example: 

 

 

PREFERRED BATCH SIZE 

Preferred Batch Size is configurable to let the plugin use more or less instances at the same time. When there is a 

request made to a slower API you might decrease the default number of preferred batch size.  

def initialize_session(session_id,   option_values,   cache,   **kwargs): 

pass 

def initialize_session(session_id, option_values, store, cache, **kwargs):  

initial_values = get_initial_value_dict(option_values) 

for name, value in initial_values.items():  

store[name] = value 

def finalize_session(session_id, option_values, cache, **kwargs):  

cache.clear() 
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To configure this, the Batch Transform plugin requires an additional method that returns the number of resources 

that can be sent per batch. 

• preferred_batch_size(session_id: str, option_values: Dict, **kwargs) -> int 

Called once at the start of the run, it must return a fixed number indicating what the maximum batch size is that the 

plugin expects to receive in process_resources. 

Example: 

 

In the Batch Aggregate and Transform plugin, two additional methods are required to define the batch size in each of 

the two phases: 

 

 

 

THE DATA PROCESSING CALLBACKS 

The data processing functions are those where the real action of the plugin component is implemented. They take a 

batch of resources as input (for a select set of predicates) and return a batch of the same length. The resulting data can 

be used by the Data Ingestion Engine to write new predicates or to write new values to existing predicates. 

In the Batch Transform component, there is one such processing callback function: process_resources. The Batch 

Aggregate and Transform plugin component has two such functions: process_resources_aggregation and 

process_resources_transformation. Note that in the aggregation phase, no predicates are written, yet the 

process_resources_aggregation should still return a ‘batch’, meaning a list of dictionaries. This is because each dictionary 

can contain a special key   error _ for errors that occurred during the processing of a resource, and this is also relevant 

for the resources processed in the aggregation phase. The errors are shown in the Data Ingestion Engine interface after 

the component is executed. 

 

Processing in the Batch Transform plugin 

The following method is required: 

• process_resources(session_id: str, option_values: Dict, batch: List[Dict], cache, **kwargs) -> List[Dict] 

The arguments of this method are: 

• session_id: the same session id as described earlier. 

def preferred_batch_size(session_id, option_values, **kwargs): 

return 5000 

def preferred_batch_size_aggregation(session_id,  option_values,  **kwargs): 

return 4000 

def preferred_batch_size_transformation(session_id,   option_values,␣ 

˓→**kwargs): 

return 2000 
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• option_values: a dict with the values of the global options and the session options. 

• batch: the input data, which is a list of dicts. There is one dict for every resource in the target class of the plugin 

component. The keys of the dict are the different input predicates as defined in session_options_definition(), 

and the values for those keys are a list of strings. 

• cache: the Cache object, used to store values for later, for example to skip costly computations. 

• other kwargs: it is highly recommended to always add this to your callback methods. This makes them more 

resilient to future additions to the plugin ecosystem. 

The return value of process_resources is a list of dicts for which the length must match the length of the input batch. 

Each dict represents the output of the plugin for each resource in the batch. The keys are the different IDs of the 

output predicate options as defined in session_options_definition(). 

You can use the special key__error__ to inform about an error that was encountered for a specific resource. 

Example: 

 

 

 

Processing in the Batch Aggregate and Transform plugin 

The method that will (repeatedly) be called during the first phase, is the following callback: 

• def process_resources_aggregation(session_id, option_values, batch, store, **kwargs) -> List[Dict] 

The arguments are identical to those in the Batch Transform plugin, except for the fact that store is added. The store is 

a Python dictionary where you can set values (of any builtin type: lists, dictionaries, strings, floats, integers, and 

booleans). A small note: you can not store None values for technical reasons. However, you can just remove keys 

instead if you need to indicate missing values. 

Note that you can also use the cache, simply add it to your list of arguments. 

from .my_module import super_transform 

def process_resources(session_id,  option_values,  batch,  cache,  **kwargs): 

response = [] 

for resource in batch: 

try: 

response.append(super_transform(resource)) 

except Exception as e: 

response.append({ '   error   ': str(e)}) 

return response 
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Just as in the Batch Transform plugin, you can use the special key error   to inform about an error that was 

encountered during aggregating from a specific resource. If there was no error, just put an empty dictionary in the 

output batch. 

Example: 

 

The second processing callback method is the one used for transformation, in the second phase. It should be written 

like this: 

• def process_resources_transformation(session_id, option_values, batch, store, **kwargs) -> List[Dict] 

The arguments are, again, the same as before. The batch now contains the input predicates of the Class used in the 

transformation phase. The output batch should contain the ID(s) of the options that define the output predicates(s). 

You can of course also define resource processing errors here. 

Example: 

def process_resources_aggregation(session_id, option_values, batch, store,␣ 

˓→**kwargs): 

response = [] 

start_version  =  option_values['start_version'] 

for resource in batch: 

for name,  version  in zip(resource['name'],  resource['version']): 

store[name]  =  max(store.get(name,  start_version),  int(version)) 

response.append([]) 

return response 
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The test/debug callbacks 

• validate_examples()  ->  List[Tuple] 

An optional function. You can configure and return a collection of examples (or unit tests if you like) for which the 

validate script will run your process_resources function. The return value should be a list of tuples Tuple[Dict, List]. 

Each tuple contains 2 elements and represents a session. The first is a dict representing the option_values argument, 

i.e., the values the user specfied in the configure component dialog. The second element is again a list of tuples 

Tuple[Dict, Dict] in which the first dict represents an input resource and the second dict is its expected resulting value. 

A simplified version of the code that validates these examples could look like this: 

 

from .my_module import convert_value 

 

def process_resources_transformation(session_id,  option_values,  batch,␣ 

˓→store, **kwargs): 

response = [] 

magic_conversion_number  =  store['conversion'] 

for resource in batch: 

if len(resource['encoded'])  ==  1:  

input_value  =  resource['encoded'][0] 

converted_value   =   convert_value(input_value,   magic_conversion_ 

˓→value,  option_values['default_value']) 

output_resource  =  {'output_predicate':  [str(converted_value)]} 

if option_values.get('use_cache',  False):  

cache  =  kwargs['cache']  

cache.set(input_value, converted_value) 

else: 

output_resource  =  {'     error     ':  'multivalued'} 

response.append(output_resource) 

return response 

examples = validate_examples() 

option_values = examples[0] 

batch = [item[0] for item in examples[1]]  

expected_output = [item[1] for item in examples[1]] 

assert expected_output  ==  process_resources('unittests',  option_values,␣ 

˓→batch) 
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• validate_examples_cleanup()    ->    None 

An optional function. If you needed to setup any kind of stubbing in the validate_examples callback, this callback will 

be called after validation so that you can run any necessary cleanup logic. 
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12. Firewall rules 
To install the Python libraries listed in the plugin requirements.txt file, the server needs access to the Python 

package repository. The following URLs must be accessible or whitelisted by the firewall for DISQOVER to be 

functional: 

• pypi.ontoforce.com to install the python DISQOVER API library 

• pypi.python.org and *.pythonhosted.org to install python libraries 


